Virtual Visitor Center Featured

Congratulations to Helen Quinn and her Virtual Visitor Center team. The Virtual Visitor Center (VVC) has been chosen by bigchalk.com as an exceptional educational Web site. bigchalk, one of the more popular aggregator sites for online educational resources, complimented the VVC on its rich content and academic relevance.

Double the Pleasure: Two SLAC Colloquia Next Week

Monday, March 26
Panofsky Auditorium at SLAC
3:45 PM - Refreshments
4:15 PM - Talk
Dr. Michael B. Woods, SLAC
Higgs Mass Predictions via Precision Electroweak Measurements

Wednesday, March 28
Panofsky Auditorium at SLAC
3:45 PM - Refreshments,
4:15 PM - Talk
Professor Lee Roberts, Boston University
Recent News from the Vacuum? The Muon g-2 Experiment at Brookhaven

S.F. Giants Pitch Shut-Out to Late SLAC'ers

Tickets for the first SLAC Day at PacBell Park are sold out according to Lynn Thanash, Human Resources. If you're among the disappointed, be sure to respond quickly when the flyer hits your inbox next Spring.

Galactic Halo Dark Matter in White Dwarfs

This week's issue of Science includes a paper reporting new results from a survey of some of our galaxy's oldest white dwarfs.

California Is Energy-Thrifty?

Hard facts that debunk some of the current assertions about our energy crisis from this week's issue of science beat the Berkeley Lab's electronic newsletter for non-scientists.

Science Question of the Week: (from Quirks and Quarks' Science Quiz)

From Ron Lees, Department of Physics at the University of New Brunswick. Aristotle and Galileo are lab partners in the physics lab and they're having an argument about how different masses will
fall at different speeds. So they go off and buy a couple of cans of coke, they drink one, and then they put the full can and the empty can on the top of a ramp and roll them down. The question is which one gets to the bottom first. **Answer.** (If you got it right, let *QuickNews* know!)

**FleaMarket**

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket [Submission form](https://www.slac.stanford.edu). You can get to the current ads from the Announcements section on the SLAC [Home Page](https://www.slac.stanford.edu). These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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**QuickNews Available via Email**

If you wish to receive the email version of *QuickNews* in the future, send a message to majordomo@slac.stanford.edu with the message in the body.

subscribe quicknews-l
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